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"Third Reich" (12) The term "Socialism," according to writer Ian Tinny. His book reveals the amazing discoveries of the
symbologist Dr. Rex Curry including: That scholars, journalists (and Wakipedia) cite no example of Hitler ever using the
term "Third Reich." Other writers utilize the terms "Nazi"Mein Kampf"Fascist" and "Third Reich"Explore how the "Third
Reich" Curry demonstrates those terms were not used as self-identifiers by the self-avowed socialist Hitler. The pledge
continues to be the first bullying that begins every day in government colleges (socialist schools) in Police State USA.S"
letters for "SOCIALISTS" General public officials in the USA who preceded the Adolf Hitler and the Benito Mussolini had

been sources for the stiff-armed salute (and robotic chanting) in those countries and various other international
countries. (2) Nazi salutes and Nazi behavior originated from the USA's Pledge of Allegiance to the flag; is related to the

term " (4) Hitler's reserve Mein Kampf does not contain the word "Nazi" in any form; (5) Mein Kampf will not contain
the phrase " Dr. (7) Mein Kampf does not contain a one use of the word "; myth comes from the town of Rome in the

condition of NY (not Italy), Francis Bellamy's hometown. ever as a personal reference by Hitler;; The Third Reich salute
was performed by open public officials in america from 1892 through 1942.; Learn about Mussolini's strange present to

the town of Rome, NY: a statue of two human male infants suckling on a lady wolf.swastika" (6) Mein Kampf will not
contain the word " (9) Swastikas represented crossed " Based on the writer Ian Tinny, the quintessential Nazi isn't an

SS storm trooper anymore; (11) The Nazi salute came from the military salute (as used in the original Pledge of
Allegiance in america);SOCIALISTS" under Hitler; to liberate children and adults from the Pledge of Allegiance in

america. letters for " is a term used by so-called scholars and news journalists (and Wikipedia posters) to hide the fact
that Adolf Hitler known as his regime "Fascist" (3) The Nazi salute originated from the armed service salute (as used in
the original Pledge of Allegiance in america);faggot"; (13) Vienna, Austria (Hitler was born in Austria) may be the origin

of the term "wiener"; (14) The term "Kampf" in Hitler's " and " relates to these words: marketing campaign,
champagne, champignon, champion, champ, camp, and campus; (15) Learn about the socialist Wholecaust (which the
Holocaust was a component);swastika" What happened to the photographs and films of the American fascist salute

performed by federal, state, county, and regional officials?The Pointer Institute proudly presents another news-breaking
volume from the Dead Authors Golf club (DWC) and Ian Tinny and the brand new academic fields of Anarchaeology and

Misanthropology. under Adolf Hitler; as though Hitler tossed them around all the time.historic Roman salute"Fascist" (8)
Nazis did not contact their symbol a " That statue continues to be on screen in Rome, NY.Changing conveniently

manufactured myths with surprising research, Tinny reminds us of the annals of robotic chanting sobre masse and on
cue, accompanied simply by violence for anybody who refused to submit. Who are the real Nazis inside our midst?S" it
really is a public school teacher brainwashing children each day for 12 years of their lives. And listed below are more

revelations: (1) Swastikas represented crossed "Find out why, in the event that the truth were taught about the Pledge
of Allegiance, then everyone (apart from Third Reich kooks) would won't perform Francis Bellamy's quotidian

mechanical ritual.Remove the pledge from the flag; remove the flag from academic institutions;Stop the Pledge
Foundation" Those photos and films are uncommon because people don't need to know the truth.Some of the proceeds

of the sale of the publication will aid the " remove universities from federal government. (10) Nazi salutes and Nazi
behavior comes from the USA's Pledge of Allegiance to the flag;To find out more please write to:pledge-of-

allegiance@earthlink.net
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